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FACTORIZATION OF A POLYNOMIAL INTO QUADRATIC FACTORS 
BY NEWTON METHOD 
JOSEF DVORCUK 
(Received December 27s 1967) 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper the method for simultaneous finding of all the roots of a polynomial 
is derived. The method is based on the factorization of a polynomial into quadratic 
factors. 
The method is designed for the polynomial with real coefficients. It is derived by 
using the Newton method. 
The quadratic convergence of this method is proved for the given good guesses 
of the roots and for the polynomial with distinct roots. 
Algorithm of the method is described in Algol 60. 
1. Description of the method. The method performs the factorization of the poly­
nomial 
(1.1) f(z) = t"iZn~l («o*0) 
i = 0 
into quadratic factors i.e. 
m 
(1.2) f(z) = a0Y\(z
2 + Pjz + q^ 
i = i 
where at are real and n is even i.e. 
(1.3) n = 2m . 
The factorization (1.2) with real coefficients pj9 qs (j = 1, 2,..., m) exists for real 
at (i = 0, 1, 2,..., n). Hence for polynomials with real coefficients we can perform 
the calculation in the real arithmetics only. 
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The method is based on formulas 
(1.4) pr+V^pp + Zatf-n, qf^-qt' + ta/r31 * = l,2,...,m 
J=0 j = 0 
for k = 0, 1? 2 , . . . with given approximations 
0-5) p<0),^0) i=l,2,...,m, 
where for up>, v'u) relations hold as follows 
(1.6) M<°> _ _£>//») 
iif) = D.s<m> 
«<j+2> - _pf)M</
+D - 4««0> / _ 0, 1,..., n - 2 
(1.7) t,<°> _ Z);(s
(m) - pf¥r>) 
v\" = Z.g<*V<m) 
»<j+2> = -p<*>i,<j+1> - fl<*>t,<j> ; = 0, 1,..., n - 2, 
where 
(1-8) Dt = a. T(s<
m))2 - p.*>r(m)s<_m) + qfY^YT1 
and r<m>, s(im) are obtained by recurrent formulas 
r<<» = 0 , s<°) = 1 
(l 9) ro) _. \UT - & - PV • {PT - rf 01 ^'
_1) + 0>f - rf*) -r*-1' fori * i 
V - J ' I r ^ f o r j - i 
,(*) („m _ „«>> r(j-u _ f„(. _ ? « ) s o - D for ; * i 
so) = í - _ M P Г - P Г V Г " + (_>* 
1 sү-V for J = i 
forj = 1, 2,..., m. 
2. DERIVATION OF THE METHOD 
The method is derived by using the Newton method for the system of equations 
expressing the relationship between coefficients pj9 qj (j = 1, 2,..., m) and a{ 
(i = 0, 1,..., n) in the factorization (1.2). 
We shall consider (1.2) in the form 
n m 
(2.1) _ > . * - ' = a 0 n ( *
2 + * , * + . , . ) = 
i = 0 j=l 
n 
= a0(z" + £ hi(xu yu x2,..., ym) z
n_i) 
i = l 
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where hi are functions of variables Xj, yj (j = 1, 2, . . . , m). Hence follows the system 




a0h(xuyu...9ym) - a = 0 , 
h = 
Using the matrices 
(2.4) 
yt Xi 1 0 . . . 0 
0 j>. x ( 1 . . . 0 
R(.r> =. o 0 y t xt ... 0 
0 0 0 0 . . . y, 
r columns 
i.e. r x r matrices with j ; t on the diagonal and with xt and 1 above, (2.3) can be 
rewritten as follows 
(2.5) Һ = П*ľЧ> 
7 = 1 
where en is the last column of the n x n unit matrix. 





8x = —A x ( a 0 h — a ) , 
A = a 0 
дht] 
" õym 
. 0*1 дyi 
д_к 
ÕУm. 
, 6x = §УI 
ЬyJ 
R<r»R^Г) = RWRW 
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for any i andj we get for k = 1, 2,..., m 
dh 
(2.8) 
= П *ľЧ 
дУk i;1 
ðh 
0 1 0 ... o 
-(n*n 0 0 l - ° K = n ^ . 
OXk Jmi I=i 
j*k \ / j*k 
o o o o ; 
where en is the last but one column ofn x n unit matrix. 
We determine the inverse matrix A"1 from the equation 
A " 1 . A -- I . 
According to (2.8) we have to distinguish the even and odd rows of the matrix A"* • 
thus we get the systems of equations for the i-th odd row: 
(2.9) wjf_1 = (ur
i ) ,«r2 > , . . . ,«n 
in this form (the upper index T means transposition) 
(2.10) 
«o л
т ( П * ľ У w 2 , - 1 = 0 ì 
7 = 1 
k = 1, 2, . . . , m, k =f= i 
«oe:(плf) rw2 i^ = oJ 
1=i 
m 
в o í d l l - ľ У w ^ . - l 
7 = 1 
m 
a o e K П R Г f w . , - ^ 0 
J=l 
If we denote the matrix of the system (2.10) by B. i.e. 
(2.11) B i W 2,-i = en 
then analogously for the i-th even row 
(2.12) w ^ ^ - 1 ' , ^ - ^ . . . , ^ ) 
we get the system in the form 
(2.13) B. W 2 i =* e„ 
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Lemma2.1. The solution of the system of linear algebraic equations 
(2.14) C . w ^ ! =en 
(2.15) (Gi w 2i = en respectively) 
is the solution of (2.11), (2.13) respectively, the (n — 2) upper rows of matrix Ct 
being formed by (n — 2) x n matrix 
(2.16) 
1 X; Уi 0 ... 0 
0 1 xi yt . . . 0 
C. = a0\ 0 0 1 x,- . . . 0 
0 0 0 0 . . . j i 
anrf* £he Jas£ two rows Of C,. being identical with the last two rows of matrix Bt 
Proof. Let us denote the part of matrix Bt without the last two rows by B f . 
Then it holds 
(2.17) 
a0 
where matrices A( have an analogous structure as A (see (2.7) and (2.8)); however, 
they are (n — 2) x (n — 2) matrices and are generated by matrices 
Rr2\ i 1, 2 , . . . , m , j ф ř 
i.e. (2.17) implies that the rows of matrix B2 are linear combinations of rows of Ct 
which proves Lemma 2.L 
Remark 2.1. The solution of the system (2.14) ((2.15) respectively) forms the 
i-th odd (even respectively) column of matrix ( A - 1 ) r and so the sufficient condition 
of the existence of the solution of systems (2.14) and (2.15) for i = 1, 2,. . . , m is 
a sufficient condition of the existence of A " 1 . 
Lemma 2.2. For the solution of systems (2.14) ((2.15) respectively) the following 
relationships hold 
(2.18) И < /
+ 2 ) ,(Л 
(«* 
x,u\' • - - ytuy 
yp\^ , respectively) j = 0, 1,. . . , n — 2 
u<1} = A-V."\ « . 0 ) = -ArM m > 
(t>«> = ArV . ' f 0 , t>.0) = Ar1(s<j
m) - x^,"0) respectively) 
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where 
(2.19) A, = a0[(s.
m))2 - x/r'rrW"')2] 
and where r(™\ s^ are obtained by a recurrent process for j = 1, 2,..., m 
r(°> = 0 , S<°> = 1 
(2.20) r\» = j ^ ' ~ y'' ~ Xi(Xj ~ XiJ,jt ^^ + (Xj ~ X*> S ' ' _ 1 ) for J + ' 
I t - " - 1 ' for j = i 
s«) _. i-yfa - *.) ̂
_ 1 ) + (yj - yi)4
J"1) /or j * . 
( 5 ^ - 1 ) /or j = i 
Proof. Systems (2.14), (2.15) are solved by the method of Gauss elimination. 
The last two equations are changed by substraction of the multiples of the upper 
equations of the equations 
(2.21) " " ( o r ! ) 7 / T ° respectively). 
Let us note that for example the last equation of (2.14) is formed by the vector 
ooeJШRľУ 
i.e. by the coefficients of polynomial 
(2.22) Qi(z) = a0 n (Z
2 + xjz + yj). 
/=! 
/-M 
Thus dividing the polynomial gt(z) by a0(z
2 + xtz + yt) we get for ri9 sf the rela­
tionship 
(2.23) glz) = a0[_(z) (z
2 + xxz + yi) + rfz + s j . 
From (2.23) follows the recurrent process (2.20) which will be proved by induction. 
If 1 =M then it obviously follows 
a0(z
2 + xtz + yj = a0[z
2 + xtz + yt + (xx - xt) z + ( ^ - j;,)] . 
Further let j + i and let 
a0 J ] (z
2 + *kz + yk) = 0o[O-iOO • (
z2 + *iz + yt) + rii~1)z + 5p~ 1 ) ] . 
k = l 
k*i 
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If the last identity is multiplied by z2 + x.-z + y ,• and slightly modified, then we get 
«o f l (z2 + xkz + yk) = a0{[(z
2 + Xjz + y ;) tj.t(z) + //'^z + s
( / _ 1 ) + 
**' +(xJ-xl)rr
i)](z2 + xiz + y} + 
+ {bj -y,- xt(Xj - *,)] rr
1' + (xj - x) sr1'} z + 
+ l-y,(xj-x,)rri) + (yj-y,)sri)l\ 
which after the comparison with the equation (2.23) gives the relationship (2.20) 
and so it holds 
rt — r{ , st — Si . 
The process of calculation of coefficients of the system (2.21) is derived. 
We complete the system (2.21) to 
/ I x i y i \ l x \ / 0 \ / 0 \ 
(2.24) a0 irt st 0 U U 1 ( 0 respectively) . 
After solving (2.24) and due to the fact that other equations of the system (2.14), 
(2.15) are 
(2.25) u(/+2) + x fu
( /+ 1 ) + ytu
(p = 0 , v(/+2) + xtv
(/+1) + ytv
(p = 0 respectively. 
Thus the proof of lemma 2.2 is completed. 
In (2.6) there is the expression 
(2.26) - a o A ^ h . 
The calculation of this term is solved by lemma 2.3. 
Lemma 2.3. For the solution of system (2.14), (2.15) by means of the expressions 
(2.9), (2.12) respectively it holds 
(2.27) w j ^ i h = xtu
(rX) + yiu
(r2), wj.h = xtf'1* + yiv-"~2) respectively;. 
Proof. Let us denote 
(2.28) u(p = -x^?-^ - y.w(r2) > v(p = - x / r " - yiv
(r2} 
and 
W 2 i ~ l — \Ui >Ui 9 •••, **j J , w 2 i — \Vi ,Vi , . . . , v ^ ; , 
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then it holds 
m 
(2.29) w T ^ C J I R[" + 1>) eB + 1 = 0 , wL( ft Ri"
+1>) e„+ 1 = 0 
k~i fc=l 
because with regard to (2.25) and (2.28) 
(230) ^ii^ri^{rl9r290909...90) 
wJjR?* 0 - ( r 3 , r 4 , 0 ,0 , . . . , 0 ) 
i.e. in the product (2.30) not more than the first two components differ from zero. 
If this row vector is multiplied again from the right side by the matrix R^n+1) then 
the number of nonzero components does not increase more than twice. After multi-
plying by all matrices from (2.29), at most the first n components are different from 
zero. However, when multiplying from the right side by vector en+1 only the (n + l)-th 
element of vector is essential which gives zero result. 
Let us realize that there is one difference only between the vectors 
m m 
nRrl)e»+i, UK"\. 
fe=i k " 1 
Namely, the upper component of the left vector equals 1, and the other n components 
of this vector being identical with all n components of the right vector. 
It further follows 
m 
w!,-. ft Ri"+1)e„+1 = "
(/° + wIi-i n K"\, 
&=1 k~~l 
m 
wL n Rjri)e»+i = °.
rt +w-"' n"i"^-
fc=i fc"1 
The assertion of lemma 2.3 follows according to (2.5), (2.29) and (2.28) 
Remark 2.2. If solutions exist of all systems (2.14) and (2.15) for i = 1, 2 , . . . , m, 
then there exists an inverse matrix A""1. Formula (2.6) assumes the form (1.4) by 
substituting 
xt = P?\ yi-qT-
Lemma 2.3 simplifies the calculation considerably. The following lemma 2.4 will 
deal with the existence of solutions of all the systems (2.14) and (2.15). 
First of all let us denote 
Xj9iij 
the roots of polynomials 
z2 +Xjz + yj j ^ l ? 2 , . . . , m 
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Lemma 2.4. There is one and only one solution of systems (2.14) and (2A5) if 
and only if 
^i * Xj9 \ij 9 !-1y 4= Xj, \ij 9 J = 1, 2 , . . . , m, j + i 
Proof. The necessary and sufficient condition of the existence of the only solution 
of systems (2.14) and (2.15) is 
det Ct + 0 . 
According to the considerations of the proof of lemma 2.2 it follows that 
detC £ = A^o""
1 . 
If function gt(z) (see (2.22)) and a relationship (2.23) is used, we get 
(231) gi(Xv) = a0(riXi + st) , gfa) = fl0(r^, + st) 
and further from (2.19) 
(2.32) At = a0(s
2 + (Xt + \xt) s ^ + A^r? ) = 
= a^r^ + Si) faHi + s,) = ao l gt(K) dt(Vi) • 
With regard to 
m 





det C, = an0 n (X, - Xj) (X, - u,) (|i, ™ ^ ) (Hi - Hj) 
1=i 
Hence the assertion of lemma 2.4 follows. 
Theorem 2.1. The inverse matrix A""1 from (2.6) exists if and only if 
%i 4= 5c,., i i ; , [i, 4= Xj, \ij j = 1,2,.. . , m? j •+ z 
for i - 1,2,.. . , m. 
Proof. The sufficient condition follows from Lemma 2.4, 2.1 and Remark 2.1. 
It is sufficient to prove the necessary condition. For the existence of A " 1 it is 
necessary that 
det A + 0 . 
The rows of the matrix A have to be linearly independent. Therefore all the rows 
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of the matrix Bf (see (2.17)) have to be linearly independent. So there exists an 
(n — 2) x (n — 2) matrix Bt formed by omitting two columns of Bl9 such that 
(2.34) det B, 4= 0 . 
The matrix B( could be expressed in the form (see (2.17)) 
1 
(2.35) B ; •A/C, 
where Ct is formed from Cf in the same way as Bf from Bf. From (2.34) and (2.35) 
we get, however, that necessarily 
detA f * 0 , i = 1, 2 , . . . , m . 
If we go on decreasing the order of matrices we get 
£ , . ,= 
УІ 0 УjO 
*i УІ XJ УJ 
1 XІ 1 Xj 
0 1 0 1 
Ф 0 
for any j and i as well as 
Du = (yj - y*)2 + xi(yj - yd (xi - XJ) + y{*i - XJ)2 = 
= [yJ - yi - U * i - x,)] [>,• - j>, - Jl^X, - X,)] = 
= (Xt - Xj) (Xi - \ij) (ji, - y (jif - p ;) 
forj =(= i and hence theorem 2.1. is proved. 
Remark 2.3. Let us consider that the approximations pf\ qf\i = 1, 2,.. ., m 
are given for the factorisation and let us denote Xf\ \xf) the roots of polynomials 
z2 + p(k)z + q(k)9 , = i ? 2 , . . . , m . 
The following theorem will show the possibility of the existence of the next appro­
ximations 
Pf + 1\qf+1) 
constructed by use of Lemma 2.2. 
Theorem 2.2. Let the approximations 
pf\qf\ i = l,2,...,ro 
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be such that the roots 
X(k) (fc) ,(fc) (ft) 
are distinct. 
Than the Newton method in the form (2.6) gives the following approximations 
p?*" = P(P + Sp?\ qf+1} = «.*> + 8af>, . = 1,2,.... m 
determined by formulas (1.4), (1.6), (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9). 
Proof. The theorem follows from the above mentioned lemmas by the substitu-
tion 
*i = P?) 9 yi = qV 9 i = 1, 2 , . . . , m . 
According to the presumptions of Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.4 the inverse matrix in 
formula (2.6) of the Newton method exists. Using Lemma 2.2 and 2.3 we get that 
exist and are expressed in the form 
Mfe) = £a /r J ) , 8q{p = ia/rn 
j = 0 j = 0 
This proves theorem 2.2. 
Remark 2.4. Let us realize that Theorem 2.2 does not assume the distinction of the 
roots of f(z). It requires the distinction of the approximation of those roots only. 
Further we have to realize that Theorem 2,2 confirms only the existence of the next 
approximations 
(fc+D _(fc+i) 
Fi 9 Hi 
To obtain further approximations pf+ 2), qf + 2) we need some other applications 
of this theorem, 
3. CONVERGENCE OF THE METHOD 
First of all we shall derive formulas equivalent to (2. 8), (2.19) and (2.20). 
We define 
(3.1) Xm+. = p. for i = 1, 2 , . . . , m . 
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Lemma 3.1. IfXt 4= Xi + m and if the solutions of all the systems (2.14) and (2A5) 
exist then we get from (2.6) 
(3.2) 5 , , = — I l ^ l — + £ * ! • = . 
a0 П {Һ - \ř) <70 П (Xi + m ~ h) 
7 = 1 i = l 
7 Ф i 7 Ф i + »л 
/3 3) 5V = — ^i+mffìi) ^ifi^i + n 
aoU(h ~K) Cl0 FI (X>+m ~h) 
J = o 7 = 1 
j =J= i j -t= i + m 
Proof. 
With regard to 
t/f + 2) + xfu<J
+1) + yfltp = 0 , v(^2) + xfv
(^+l) + yiV\
j) = 0 
u(/}, v(j) are the solutions of the following diference equation 
uk+1 + xtuk + ytuk_x = 0 
with the coefficients xh yh and the initial values 
u ^ u l 1 ^ , v(1) respectively). 
However, it means that for Xt 4= Xi + m 
u{p = bAi + cM+m , ^ = b2M + ^ + m , I = 0, 1 , . . . , n 
the coefficients b%9 cl9 b2, c2 being obtained from the initial values. 
From (2.31) we get 
r = gAj) "" 9i(K+m) 
aQ(Xi - >-i+m) 
S =- ̂ i + m9i{h) " ^i9i(K + m) 
«o(^i + m — ^i) 
from (2+8) using (2.32) 
1 1 
6i ^ 
(X, - Xi + m) gfa) (Xi+m - X) gi(Xi+m) 
L ^ l + ™ n - ^ » 
^ J.-S — — — - , C 2 — 
(^i ~ ^i + m) gAi) (^1 +m ~ ^i) 9i(K + m) 
and if we use (2.33) we derive (3.2) and (3.3). 
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Remark 3.1. We shall not consider the case Xt = Xi+m because it would require 
a modification of the method. This case will not be considered in the algorithm either. 
Theorem 3.1. Let the polynomial (1.1) have distinct roots z1? z2, ..., zn. Let us 
denote d = min \zt — Zj\. Let the approximations p
(0), O/(0), i = 1, 2, ..., m Of the 
i*j 
coefficients in the factorization (V2) be given such that the roots A,i0), ̂ 2
0), . . . , ^ 0 ) 
Of the polynomials 
z2 + p(0)z + a(0), i = l , 2 , . . . , m 
fu/fz/ 
(3-4) W0 ) - z J < -1 "(1 + ^)1|T
11 d > 
V ' ' ' ' ~ 1 - 2(1 + ^ ) 1 / ( " - 1 } 
w/7(?re 
(3.5) 0 < q < ( 8 . 2 1 / ( " ~ 1 ) - 7)"1 . 
Then the sequences 
M T = o {«H*--o i=l,2,...,m 
determined by (V4) are quadratically convergent. 
Proof. 
We shall perform the numbering of the roots A,(.0), ^(.0)m of the polynomials 
z2 + p(0> z + fl
(0>, i = l , 2 , . . . , m . 
We denote Xf\ Xf.?m the roots of z
2 + p(,*>z + qf\ 
(3-6) F(*> = a0-
1/(^))/(fl(Mfc)-^))) 
and 
(fc) _ T,(fc-i) _ r(fc-t) 
z i A i * i 
Thus 
_(fc) , _(fc) _ -(fc) _ ;(fc) , >(fc) z i "+• Zi + W — —Pi —
 Ai T- Aj + m 
_(fc)_(fc) __ F ( f c - l ) F ( f c - l ) _ (fc) _ i,(fc))(fc) 
- i - i + m l i l i + m Hi A i '^i + m 
and 
X(*> = 0-5{z(*> + z(,*>m + V[(z
(*> - zflmf + 4F
(*-1>E(*+m
1>]} 
y(k) = n-5(z(*> 4- z(*> - /rCz(*> - z(*> "I2 4- 4F ( f c _ l )F'*"1 ) l l 
A i + m — u ->l.Zi T ^i + m V L t
Z i ^i + ml + ^ r i r i + m J ) • 
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Hence if we choose the branch of yj such that 
V[(zf> - z« m )
2 ] = zf - z?+> 
we get 
(3.7) \ir - -H - 0-5|z<« - *<?, 1 + __! £_+__ _ i < 
/_(*) _ _(fc) \2 
Vzť Li + m) _ 
< 2 
|ғ(fc-l) F(/c-l) 
1 Г ť Г ť + ж 
|_řfc) _ (*) I 
w i ~ i + m | 
If we denote 
(3.8) 
then it is proved in [1] that 
(3.9) 
1 - ( 1 + a ) 1 / ( " - 1 ) 
1 - 2(1 + a)1/(п_1) 
, ' D zŕ ^ b .q.d , 
\F?>\£(l + q)b.d, 
\z\l>-z\l>m\ž(l-2bq)d. 
According to (3.5) we have (8.21/<"~1> - 7) q< 1 and consequently (l + q)1/(n~1)Sq< 
< 1 + lq . 
Hence 
[(1 + <?)
1/("-1) - 1] 2(1 + Ъq) < (2(1 + qfb-1* - 1) (l - q) 
gives 
b < - q 
2(1 + 3q) 
Therefore qt exists such that 0 < q < qt < 1 and 
(3.10) b < 0-5(tji - tj)/(l + 2<7 + (jtj.). 
We shall perform the estimation by using (3.7) and (3.10): 
S'»-a<Ml_i_ d (.7, - (?) Ѓ>(1 + <?)
2 Л 
and so 
(1 - 2 ^ ) (1 + 2<7 + í t 7 l ) ( l - _(_! - q)l(í +2q + qq,)) 
= (<Zi - q) b . d 
g |z(1> - X(1)| + |z (1 ) - Zi\ < qvbd . 
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Analogously we estimate 
\Kl+m - Zi + m\ < nM 
Analogous considerations can be performed for k if we assume that 
\Af~l) - zt\ S bdqf'
1 , i = l , 2 , . . , / i 
because (3.9) assumes the following form for k 
\zr-z\^b.qr
id 
i F r o i ^ o +q)b.qr
i~id 
Further we get 
. (*, ,(*>• < 2b2(1 + qyq\
h-2 
\zi ~ ki I = 77—T7—2^=7T 
(1 - 2b OOj ) 
and using (3.K)) 
| <*> _ (̂/Ol < (gj ~~ 3 ) b 0 + clY clT~2 d _ 





|A( /<)™z t | < b . a f ~
2 d . 
The quadratic convergence of the sequences {^fc)}£L0 is proved. 
The quadratic convergence of the sequences 
(T/ /C))°° (O(/c))0° £ - 1 2 m 
is proved as well. 
4. PROPERTIES OF THE METHOD 
Theorem 4.1. For p(k) determined by (V4) and for k = 1, 2 , . . . it holds 
M l". n ( / t ) -4- n ( fc ) 4- 4- n ( / t ) - n n"* 
(4.1) p! + p2 + . . . + pm - a{a0 
Proof. We rewrite (2.6) in the form 
(4.2) A 8x = a - a0h 
According to (2.1), 
h! = xt + x2 + ... + xm. 
Therefore 
(4.3) ^ ± = 1, ^ ± = 0, fc = l ,2 , . . . ,m, 
From (4.2) and (4.3) we get 
i = l i = l 
After substituting xt = p
(
f
fe) we get 
m m 
aoZSpf> = a 1 - a 0 X p f > 
i = l i = l 
for fc = 0,1, 2 , . . . from (4.2). Further 
m m 
«o I Spf = «. - a0 1 0 « - " + 5pf"") = 
i = l i = l 
m m 
= a 1 -«oEpr
i ) - (« 1 -«oE^r
i ) ) = o 
i = l i = l 
for fc= 1,2,.... 
Now we have 
a 1 - a o Z p f
) = 0 
i = l 
for fc = 1, 2, This proves Theorem 4.L 
Remark 4.1. This method can be modified similarly to the case of the modification 
of Jacobi method into Gauss-Seidl method. Namely, calculating p(-c+i\ g(f
fe+1) 
pf\ qf for j < i 
can be replaced in (1.9) by 
(fe+i) n(k+i) 
Vj 9 Hj 
For this modification theorems 3.1 and 3.2 hold. 
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5. ALGORITHM OF THE METHOD 
Procedure sifac requires given initial approximations 
(5.1) P . 0 ) , _ 0 ) , . = l , 2 , . . . , m . 
The results of the procedure sifac are approximations 
(5.2) p\k\q?\ i = l , 2 , . . . , m 
for the first k satisfying any criterion (see below) of the stopping of the iterative 
process. 
The initial values for procedure sifac can be formed by the procedure initial 
according to the following formulas for i = 1, 2 , . . . , m 
q\0) - l-2r2(l - 0-4/n)^1 , p\0) - 2r(l + 4/(3n + 6) - 4ij(n + 2)), 
where r is obtained by procedure radius, which is a modification of Bernoulli method 
for finding the maximal modul of the root of a polynomial. 
The results of the procedure sifac can be used for the reconstruction of the coef-
ficients of the polynomial f(z) by using procedure coef and can be used for finding 
of all roots of the polynomial f(z) by using procedure roots. 
Procedure sifac performs the calculation according to Lemma 2.2. for 
wr\ < i 
and for 
m _ i 
the following Lemma 5.1 is used 
Lemma 5.1. If yt + 0 then we get for the solution of the system (2.14) (2.15) 
„ < / ) _ _ _ £ M</+D 
УІ 
- i uү+2) 
УІ 
»</> = _ - Í V / + 1 ) 
Уi 
- i „</+-), 
respectively, 
u?~l) = _,-' (si"0 - - ^ m > ) , "(.n) = -x^r" - A,"1 
vi ~ ^i ri > vi ~ x i v i Ji ^i si > 
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- 1 Я (m) 
Гi 
respectively where 
Д. = «oГ(s1ra))2 - ~ ř(Ґ .ra) + - (říra))2l 
L УІ Уi J 
and where r\m\ ^ m ) are obtained by using the following recurrent formula for 
j = 1,2,..., m 
. 0 ) = 0, 5<°) = 1; 
__j _ ( - _ _ _ . _ _ . 
Уi 
ӯ-1) for j = i 
(*, - ^ ) í i ] #-«> + fXj _ Уňi\ JJІ-І) for ; ф I 
(xy ~ T ) } "r 1 } +(* ~ ?) *r 1} for 7 *i 
~~l) for j = i . 
Proof is analogous to that of Lemma 2.2. However, the Gauss elimination is per­
formed from right to left. Thus obtained uf~l\ a("~2), v-"-1), vf~2) are used in 
Lemma 2.3 and formulas for u[n\ v\n) complete the proof of Lemma 5.1. 
Stopping of the iterative process. We define the following sequences 
(5.4) Ak = max L i n f\dpf>| + \8qf>|, 1___L_J___JY| 
(5.5) _ [<pt_i for Afc < A t_! 
([/£ — < 
(%_! + 1 for Afc ^ Afc.j ' 
where 
<Po = 0 . 
We consider two criteria of the stopping of the iterative process: 
Criterion A 
(5.6) Afc < eps 
for the given eps with the following results: 
iter = k 
(5.7) c = true 
rel = Ak 
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Criterion B. 
(5.8) <pfc > max 
for the given max with the following results 
iter = k 
(5.9) c = false 
rel = A/c 
Formal parameters 
a) quantities to be given 
n — the order of the polynomial — 
— it must be even 
b — array b[0 : n\ containing coefficients 
ai beginning with a0 (see (1.1)) 
eps — real value for (5.6) 
max — integer value for (5.8) 
bl — array M[l : n\ containing initial values (see (5.1)) for the procedure 
sifac ordered in the following way 
„(0) „(0) (0) (0) 
Pi ? ql > Pi ? •••> Hm 
and after ending of the iterative process containing the results 
n(k) (k) (k) (k) 
Pi ? Hi ? Pi -> ••••> Hm 
b) results produced by the procedures 
c — Boolean variable containing true if the process was ended by the crite-
rion 
A (see (5.6) and (5.7)) or false if the process was ended by the criterion 
B (see (5.8) and (5.9)) 
iter — number of performed iterations (see (5.7) or (5.9)) 
rel - values of Ak (see (5.4), (5.7) and (5.9)) 
r — value for (5.3) 
bl — array bl [1 : n\ containing results of the procedure initial 
b3 — array b3 [1 : n\ containing intermediate results of the procedure radius 
54 — array b4 [1 : n\ containing the next values of the approximations in 
procedure sifac 
b5 — array b5 [1 : n\ containing real parts of the roots after calling of the 
procedure roots 
b6 — array b6 [1 : n\ containing imaginary parts of the roots after calling 
of the procedure roots 
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bl — array bl [0 : n + 2] containing the coefficients of the reconstructed 
polynomial after calling of the procedure coef i.e. b7 [i] approximates 
b\i\ for i = 0, 1,..., n. 
err- estimation 
b7[i] - b\i\ 
err = max —*---- — 
lgi^n b[i] 
if b[i] = 0 then the denominator equals 1. 
c) an example of application 
begin integer n9 nl9 max; real eps; 
inreal(l, eps); 
ininteger (1, nl); 
ininteger (1, max); 
n := 2 x entier((nl + l)/2); 
begin real r, rel, err; integer il, iter; 
Boolean c; real array a[0 : n] , al, 
a2\l : n] , a3[0 : n + 2 ] ; 
comment the declaration of the procedures must be placed here; 
for il := 0 step 1 until nl do inreal (1, a\ii]); 
if n =t= nl then a[rz] := 0; 
radius (n, r, a, al); 
initial (n, r, a, al); 
sifac (n, eps, max, a, al, al, iter, c, rel); 
coef (n, a, al, a3, err); 
roots (n, a\, al, a2); 




sifac (n, eps, max, a, al, a2, iter, c, rel); 
can be replaced by 
sifac (n, eps, max, a, al, al, iter, c, rel); 
for the modification of the method analogous to Gauss-Seidl variation of the Jacobi 
method (see remark 4.1). 
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If initial values (5.1) are given then the statements 
radius (n, r, a, a\); 
initial (n, r, a, al); 
will be replaced by 
for il := 1 step 1 until n do inreal (1, al [il\)l 
Declaration of the procedures 
procedure sifac (n, eps, max, b, b\, b4, iter, c, ret); 
value n, eps, max; integer n, max, iter; 
real eps, rel; Boolean c; real array b, bl, b4: 
begin integer i,j, k,fi; real p, pi, p2, rep, rl, si, v, xl, x2; 
iter := fi := 0; 
rep := 1; 
Lsl : iter := iter + 1; 
rel:= 0; 
for i : = 2 step 2 until n do 
begin real procedure delta (u, v); value u, v; real u, v; 
begin real p, q; 
p : = b[if c then 0 else n] x v; 
for k : = 1 step 1 until n — 1 do 
begin 
p := b[if c then fc else n — k] x u + p; 
q := — pi x u — p2 x v; 
v := u ; 
u := q 
end k; 
de/fa : = b[if c then n else 0] x w + p 
end <ie/ta; 
Ls2 : r l := 0; 
si := 1; 
c:= abs(bl[i]) ^ 1; 
p2 := if c then l /b l [ ( ] else bl[f\; 
pi := if c then bl[i — 1] x p2 else bl[i - 1] ; 
p := abs(bl[i]) + ab(bl[i - 1]); 
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for j : = 2 step 2 until n do if i + j then 
begin 
x2 := if c then M[ j ] x pi - M [ j - 1] else pi - bl\j - 1]; 
xl := if c then 1 — M[I] x p2 else M[I] — p2; 
v := (x2 x pi + xl) x rl — x2 x s i ; 
si := x2 x p2 x rl + xl x s i ; 
r l := v 
end j ; 
v := (rl x p2 — si x pi) x r l + si x s i ; 
if abs (v) < p x 10 — 10 then 
begin 
M[i] := if M[i] = Othen 1 0 - 8 else M[i] x 1.1; 
M[i - 1] := if M[i - 1] = 0 t h e n 1 0 - 8e l seM[i - 1] x 1.1; 
go to Ls2 
end; 
v:= l/(v x b[0]); 
if c then begin 
xl := delta((sl — r l x pi) x v, (M[i — 1] x (rl x pi — si) — r l ) x v); 
x2 := delta(—rl x v, (bl[i — 1] x r l — M[i] x si) x v) 
end 
else begin 
xl := delta (si x v, — r l x v); 
x2 := delta (rl x p2 x v, (si - r l x pi) x v) 
end; 
v := if p > 1 then (abs (xl) + abs (x2))/p else abs (xl) + abs (x2); 
if v > rel then rel : = v; 
b4[i] := M[i] + x2; 
b4[i - 1] := M[i - 1] + x l ; 
comment for output pf\ q?* we can perform output of i, M[i - 1], 
M[i] and v; 
end i; 
for k := 1 step 1 until n do M[fc] := b4[k]; 
if abs (reljrep) = 1 thenfi := fi + 1; 
c := rel < eps; 
if ~| (c V fi ^ max) then go to Lsl 
end sifac; 
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procedure initial (n, r, b, b2); integer n; real r; real array b, b2; 
begin real p, q, s; integer j ; 
P = - 8 x r\(n + 2); 
= r + r - pj3; 
= r x r x 1.2; 
for j : = 2 step 2 until rc do begin 
s : = b2[j] := s x (1 - 0.4/n]; 
b2[j - 1] : = q := p + g 
end./; 
end initial; 
procedure radius (n, r, b, b3); integer n; real r; real array b, b3; 
begin real r l , s, v, x l , x2, y l , y2; integer i,j, k, p; Boolean c; 
v:= -~l/b[0]; 
I := k:= p:= 1; 
r := r l := y2 := b3[l] := 1; 
c := false; 
Lr l : x2 := 0; 
for i : = 1 step 1 until j do x2 := b[i] x b3[j — i + 1] + x2; 
s := x 2 x v ; 
x2 := abs (s); 
x l : = x 2 t ( l / P ) ; 
go to if abs (x2) > 1 then Lr8 
else if c then Lr3 
else if abs (y2) < abs (x2) then Lr2 
else if p < n then Lr4 else Lr6; 
Lr2: c := true; 
Lr3: if abs(x2) < abs(y2) then go to Lr6; 
Lr4: y2 := x2; 
j ; l := x l ; 
Lr5: p :== p + 1; 
x2 := r; 
goto Lr9; 
Lr6: go to if abs (y2) < 0-95 then Lr7 
else if k > 16 then Lr 10 else Lr5; 
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Lr7: xl := yi; 
x2 := y2 x y\; 
Lr8: c := false; 
y2:= l;p: = 1; 
r := xl x r; 
x2 := r x x2; 
Lr9: k := k + 1; 
x2 := l/x2; 
iff < M then 
begin 
for i : = 1 step 1 until j do 
b3[i] := b3[i] x x2; 
rl := rl x x2; 
b3[l] := b3[l] + rl ; 
j'=j + 1 
end 
else for i : = 2 step / until n do 
fo3[i - 1] := b3[i] x x2; 
b3[j] := s x x2; 
if k < 5 x n then go to Lrl; 
LrlO: end radius; 
procedure coef(n, b, bl, b7 err); integer n; real err; real array b, bl, b7; 
begin integer j , k; real p; 
for j : = 0 step 1 until n + 2 do b7 [I] : = 0; 
57[n] := b[0]; 
for k : = 2 step 2 until n do 
for j : = n — k step 1 until rc do 
b7[j] := b7[j] x bl[k] + bl[j + 1] x bl[k - 1] + b7[j + 2]; 
err := 0; 
for j := 1 step 1 until n do 
begin 
p : = b 7 [ j ] - b [ j ] ; 
ifb[j] + 0thenp :=p /b[ j] ; 




procedure roots (n, 61, 65, b6); integer n; real array 61, 65, b6; 
begin integer k; real p, g; 
for k : = 2 step 2 until n do 
begin 
p : = ~o.5 x bl[k - 1]; 
q : = p x p — bl[k]; 
if ^ < 0 then begin 
65[k - 1] : = 65[k] : = p; 
66[k] := sqrt(-q); 
66[k - 1] : = - b 6 [ k ] 
end 
else begin 
65[k] : = p + sqrt(q); 
65[k - 1 ] : = - 6 1 [ k - 1] - 65[k]; 
66[k - 1] : = 66[k] : = 0 
end; 
end k; , 
end roots; 
Numerical examples. The method is illustrated by two examples: 
fx(z) = z
2 0 - 1 , f2(z) = (z - 1)\ (z - 2)
3 . (z - 3)2 .(z - 4) 
Table 1 
Initial values and results for z 2 0 
j 
initial values results 
p(.o) <ť> 0 ) p(.зo) # 0 ) 
1 1-75757575756 1-176 1-17557050458 
2 1-39393939392 1-15248 0-61803398875 
3 1-03030303029 1-1294304 1-61803398874 
4 0-66666666666 1-106841792 -1-90211303259 
5 0-30303030302 1-08470495614 1-90211303259 
6 -0-06060606061 1-06301085702 — 1 
7 -0-42424242425 1-04175063988 
8 -0-78787878789 1-02091562709 -0-61803398875 
9 -1-15151515152 1-00049731454 -1-17557050458 
10 -1-51515151515 0-98048736825 -1-61803398875 
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Table 2 





























J rootsofz 2 0 - 1 roots off2(z) 
1 -0-587785252293 ± 0-809016994378/ 3-00154783161 
2 0-309016994377 ± 0-951056516296/ 3-99972432477 
3 -0-809016994371 ± 0-587785252293/ 0-88878694904 
4 0-951056516296 ± 0-309016994380/ 2-03794199680 
5 -0-951056516296 ± 0-309016994362/ 1-02552480006 
6 ±0-999999999996 1-05863652000 
7 ± 0-999999999996/ 0-98940955560 
8 0-309016994373 ± 0-951056516296i 2-99949773673 
9 0-587787252293 ± 0-809016994371i 1-39032072785 
10 0-809016994378 ± 0-587785252293i 2-00967478453 
Forfi(z) it was substituted 
eps = 10"9 , max = 50 
and for f2(z) 
eps = 10"6 , max = 20 
Results are (see (5.7) and (5.9)). 
iter = 20 , c = true, rel = 9.5410 - 12 for fx(z) 
iter = 45 , c = false, rel = 1.610 — 1 for f2(z) 
Initial values and results are placed in the tables 1, 2, 3. 
These examples illustrate the algorithm of the method. More detailed numerical 
explanation and the comparison of this method and of other modifications of the 
Newton method used for simultaneous finding of all the roots of the polynomial 
will be published in the next paper. 
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Souhrn 
ROZKLAD POLYNOMU NA KVADRATICKÉ SOUČINITELE 
NEWTONOVOU METODOU 
JOSEF DVORČUK 
V článku je odvozena metoda rozkladu polynomu sudého stupně na kvadratické 
součinitele tj. 
/(z) = Í aiZ-< = a 0 °n (z
2 + Pjz + qj) 
i = 0 j = l 
konstruováním posloupností 
W . o . O T . 0 i = l,2,...,0-5n 
podle vzorců (1.4), (1.6), (1.7) a (1.9). 
Metoda je určena pro vyhledání současně všech kořenů polynomu. 
Pro polynomy s reálnými koeficienty metoda vyžaduje pouze reálnou aritmetiku. 
Jsou-li zadána dobrá počáteční přiblížení p(®\ q(°} pro polynom s různými kořeny, 
pak metoda konverguje kvadraticky (věta 3.1). V dalších větách jsou formulovány 
ještě některé vlastnosti metody. 
V algoritmu je navržen způsob volby počátečních přiblížení. 
Algoritmus metody je popsán v Algole 60. 
Numerické výsledky ilustrují algoritmus. Podrobnější rozbor numerických výsledků 
a porovnání odvozené metody s dalšími variantami Newtonovy metody používané 
pro tento účel bude publikován v dalším článku. 
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